In this work, we report the heat rectifying capability of α-helices. Using molecular dynamics simulations we show an increased thermal diffusivity in the C-Terminal to N-Terminal direction of propagation. The origin of this effect seems to be a function of the particular orientation of the hydrogen bonds stabilizing these α-helices. Our results may be relevant for the design of thermal rectification devices for materials science and lend support to the role of normal length hydrogen bonds in the asymmetrical energy flow in proteins.
Abstract.
In this work, we report the heat rectifying capability of α-helices. Using molecular dynamics simulations we show an increased thermal diffusivity in the C-Terminal to N-Terminal direction of propagation. The origin of this effect seems to be a function of the particular orientation of the hydrogen bonds stabilizing these α-helices. Our results may be relevant for the design of thermal rectification devices for materials science and lend support to the role of normal length hydrogen bonds in the asymmetrical energy flow in proteins.
Introduction.
Hydrogen bonds have been an inexhaustible source of research for decades (1) . Their role as stabilizing agents of protein structures has been clearly established (2) . These also modulate the chemical reactivity of enzymes through changes in the physicochemical properties of the surrounding structural elements (3) (4) (5) . Likewise, the role of hydrogen bonds in thermal conduction in proteins has recently been reported, revealing their importance in heat diffusion across α-helices (6) and the β-sheet structure of spider silk (7) .
Proteins have been naturally selected under evolutionary pressures, and are therefore an interesting source of molecular examples for thermal control. Phenomena such as conformational changes, enzyme catalysis, allosteric cooperativity, and intermolecular affinities, among other processes (8) , require of a high degree of control over thermal energy flow. In this respect, nonlinear excitations such as breathers (9) , solitons (10) (11) (12) , and low and high energy vibrational modes (8, 13) , have been drawing increased attention as mediators of energy transport in biomolecules. There have been significant efforts to study energy flow in proteins and the relation of this flow to protein dynamics (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . Research on heat flow in different structures, such as peptide helices (6, (16) (17) (19) (20) , heme cofactors (18) , beta sheets(7), and functionalized materials (21) (22) , have been reported in literature.
These reports have shown that excess energy deposited at particular sites can propagate along structures through the covalent backbone of the molecules (17, 22) and through weaker interactions such as hydrogen bonds (6, 7, 21, 26) .
Heat flow in protein structures has been recently correlated to the known pathways for allosteric communication. This means that heat propagates preferentially along the same structural pathway that defines the allosteric communication route in proteins (23) (24) (25) (26) . Allosteric communication is an unsolved problem in biochemistry that determines the processes of signal transmission through proteins on both short (3 Å) and long (100 Å) range scales. This phenomenon is involved in crucial cellular and physiological functions and is a determinant for serious human diseases (27) (28) (29) Allosteric communication can be determined using both experimental (27) (28) (29) and theoretical (23) (24) (25) (26) techniques, and its occurrence has been clearly established. Thermodynamically, the free energy of allosteric processes in proteins is interpreted by attributing the enthalpic part (ΔH) to conformational changes in the protein structure and entropic contribution (ΔS) to the vibrational properties of a protein (30) (31) (32) .
Based on this, three types of allosteric signaling are distinguished: Type I, with small or subtle conformational changes governed largely by entropy, (ΔH≈0); Type II, with the participation of enthalpic and entropic components to different extents; and Type III, largely governed by enthalpic changes (ΔS≈0) (30) . Thus, Type I allosteric communication is mediated by vibrational modes of the proteins that can act as energy carriers (30) (31) 33) . In particular, hydrogen bonds have been recently proposed as an important element in the energy flux associated with Type I allosteric communication in the PDZ-2 protein, which can, in turn, transfer heat with preferential directionality (26) . Thus, hydrogen bonds may be an important supporting structure for signal propagation in proteins and in determining the expected directionality of a signal that propagates from the allosteric regulatory site to the effector site.
Understanding heat flow at the molecular and nanoscale levels is currently of high interest in the development of phononics (34) (35) (36) . Control of heat flow in materials science is highly desirable for implementing thermal devices such thermal logic gates (37); thermal memories (38) , and acoustic and thermal cloakers (34) . Fundamental for the implementation of these phononic devices is the thermal diode that rectifies thermal energy passage in a predetermined direction (34, 39) . Experimental heat flow rectification has been achieved using mass-graded carbon and boron nitrite nanotubes (40) , as well as with vanadium dioxide composites (41) in which a symmetry-breaking structure joins the thermal source with the thermal drain. The rectifying capability of symmetry-breaking structures has also been computationally demonstrated in carbon nanotube intramolecular junctions (42) , carbonano-cones (43) , and in asymmetric graphene ribbons (44) .
In this work, we report the rectifying capability of a set of α-helices, that is, the capability of heat transfer with preferential directionality. Using molecular dynamics simulations, energy flux was studied by vibrational excitation on the N-or C-terminal sides of the α-helices, independently (Fig. 1 ).
Increased thermal diffusivity was found in the C-Terminal to N-Terminal direction of heat diffusion,
showing that α-helices may act as thermal rectifiers. Heat flow in both directions of propagation was analyzed in terms of the global temperature for each structure; average power; and the kinetic and potential energy of the atoms and bonds involved in selected hydrogen bonds. All of the results suggest that backbone hydrogen bonds, and their natural asymmetry (-C=O···H-N-), are a symmetry-breaking element that gives rise to the observed thermal rectification. The presented results are consistent with computational reports about hydrogen-bond mediated directional thermal energy transport in functionalized hydrophobic and hydrophilic silica−water interfaces (21) . Moreover, the results lend support to a recent report suggesting that normal length hydrogen bonds act as thermal rectifiers in proteins, as well as supporting the possible role of these bonds in the selective and directional propagation of allosteric signals in proteins (26) .
Methods and Computational Details.
Heat diffusion evaluations were performed for five α-helical structures. Each α-helix was composed by only one type of amino acid residue, and each had a length of 33 residues. The group of five α-helices was constituted by phenilalanine (PHE), isoleucine (ILE), leucine (LEU), methionine (MET), and valine (VAL). The α-helices were acetylated and amidated at their N-and C-terminals, respectively, thus rendering them electrically neutral. . An integration time-step of 1 fs was used with a uniform dielectric constant of 1 and a cutoff of non-bonded forces, with a switching function that started at a distance of 10 Å and reached zero at 13.5 Å. All of the selected systems kept an α-helical structure without the need for any specific constraints. After this, all the systems were cooled and re-equilibrated to 10 K for 1 ns.
The heating procedure was then applied with this initial temperature of 10 K. Heat was then injected by increasing the kinetic energy of the carbonyl group (C=O) located at residue 1 of each structure ( Fig. 1) at the N-acetyl moiety to a target temperature of 300 K. With this point of thermalization, vibrational energy flow occurred from the N-Terminal to C-Terminal direction, termed in this work as the "direct" or "N-Term → C-Term" direction of propagation. For this, the same C=O group was subjected to a confining potential of 5 kcal/mol*A 2 , and two specific atoms were fixed.
These fixed atoms were located in the N-acetylated moiety (carbon atom of the methyl group) and in the C-amidated moiety (nitrogen atom of the amide group). These two atoms, in combination with the confining potential of the C=O group, prevented the loss of the helical structure during the heating process. These conditions also avoided the dissipation of energy by internal rotation along the axis connecting the fixed atoms in the N-and C-terminals.
A second heat procedure consisted in increasing the kinetic energy of the N-H group, located at residue 33 of each structure, to a target temperature of 300 K. With this point of thermalization, vibrational energy flow occurred from the C-Terminal to the N-Terminal direction, termed in this work as the "inverse" or "N-Term ← C-Term" direction of propagation. The same N-H group was subjected to a confining potential of 5 kcal/mol*A 2 , and two specific atoms were fixed. These fixed atoms were located in the N-acetylated moiety (carbon atom of the methyl group) and in residue 33 (α carbon atom). The inclusion of confining potentials and fixed atoms followed the same reasoning explained above. Hydrogen atoms dynamics was maintained free along the simulations by adding the option rigidbonds=none.
The temperature of the each structure was determined for the direct and inverse directions as a function of time. Structurally, the formation of total hydrogen bonds was measured alongside simulations for both directions of propagation. Heat flow was determined in selected atoms through a running average of 250 or 1000 time-steps. With this data, kinetic, potential energy, and average power were computed for selected atoms. All simulations were performed in vacuo. There is experimental evidence that 70% of the injected energy in peptide helices dissipates in the solvent (17) . Thus, since the interest was to study heat flow through the structure, simulations took place in vacuo to maximize this process. This model setup sought to emulate a non-fluxtional α-helix and its response to local energy excitation.
All simulations were performed with the NAMD Molecular Dynamics Software v.2.9 (45) using the CHARMM22 (46) potential energy function with CMAP correction. CMAP is an energy correction based on quantum calculations that improves protein backbone behavior and thus yields more accurate predictions of protein structure and dynamics (47) . Heating procedures used the T-couple algorithm of NAMD2. Visualization and data analyses were carried out using the VMD 1.9.1 software (48). Figure 2 show the formation of total hydrogen bonds alongside both directions of propagation. These plots give a general picture of the thermal diffusivity found along each structure in the direct and inverse directions. Moreover, inspection of Figure 2 clearly shows differences between the two directions of heat diffusion. Faster thermalization was observed for the inverse direction whereas slower thermalization was observed for the direct direction. Given this, inverse propagation more efficiently thermalized the α-helices. The quantified number of hydrogen bonds was slightly higher for the direct direction in the cases of VAL, PHE, LEU, and ILE. Only in the case of MET was the number of hydrogen bonds similar along both directions.
Results and Discussion.
These first observations suggests the particular orientation of hydrogen bonds that stabilize the α-helices (N-Term-C=O···H-N-C-Term, in all cases), and this orientation was also the cause for the increased diffusivity observed for the inverse, or N-Term ← C-Term, direction.
In order to gain numerical insight into the heat diffusion process along both directions, the average power was determined for the backbone atoms N, O, C, and Cα at residue 28 for the direct direction and at the backbone atoms N, O, C, and Cα at residue 6 for the inverse direction. The results of this are shown in Table 1 . The average power computed in symmetrically opposite positions for both directions were between 3 -8 units of difference, favoring the inverse direction. These comparisons suggest that the natural asymmetry of the hydrogen bonds may result in these bonds acting as thermal rectifying devices in α-helices.
To further evaluate this idea, the kinetic energy of N, H, and O atoms of selected hydrogen bonds in each structure was estimated in both flow directions. In particular, analyses were performed for the hydrogen bonds at positions 14 -18 for MET and PHE; positions 10 -14 for VAL and LEU; and positions 13 -17 for ILE. The analyses showed consistent and significant differences in both directions of propagation for all systems (Fig. 3) . In the direct direction, the kinetic energy of O and N split, showing increased energy for the O atom. For the inverse direction, the kinetic energy of O and N evolved together, keeping similar values as energy propagation took place. The increase in energy observed for the O atom in the direct direction suggests that the energy tended to get trapped when injected into the N-terminal side of the α-helices, while for the inverse direction, the energy freely flowed along the α-helices. These results imply that for the particular orientation of hydrogen bonds in α-helices, heat diffuses easily in the inverse direction (C=O ← H-N) and with difficultly in the direct direction (C=O → H-N). The origins of this effect may be due to the structural asymmetry of the hydrogen bonds and to the consequent stretching force constants associated with the N-H and C=O bonds (Fig. 4). For N-H , respectively. Thus, behavior on both sides of the hydrogen bond was not the same, with the C=O side showing 620/440 = 1.4 times higher ability to trap energy in its vibration, taking the ratio as a rough index. The heat injected into the N-terminal side (direct direction) first reached the C=O moiety of each hydrogen bond. This point seems to act as a kind of "hard" end that trapped heat. In the inverse direction, when the heat was injected into the C-terminal side, it first reached the H-N moiety of each hydrogen bond. This moiety seemed to act as a kind of "soft" end, and it was less effective than its counterpart (C=O) in trapping heat. This effect was multiplied by the c.a. 30 hydrogen bonds per structure that connected in a series and gave rise to the overall thermal rectification observed in the simulations.
To further verify the observations described above, potential energy analyses was performed on the same hydrogen bonds as in kinetic energy analyses, that is, positions 14 -18 for the MET and PHE; positions 10 -14 for VAL and LEU; and positions 13 -17 for ILE. For potential energy analyses the Hooke law was used, V(bond)= K b (x-x 0 ) 2 , where K b is the spring constant of each bond and x 0 is the equilibrium distance, which is equal to 0.997 Å and 1.230 Å for N-H and C=O bonds, respectively (½ pre-factor of Hooke law is included in Kb). The results of these analyses are shown in Figure 5 . Similar trends and significant differences were observed in both directions of propagation for all systems. The direct direction consistently showed higher potential energy values in the C=O bond, while the inverse direction showed lower potential energy in the C=O bond. The increase in potential energy observed for the C=O bond in the direct direction indicates that energy tends to get trapped here as it is injected in the N-terminal side of the α-helices, while for the inverse direction, energy can freely flow along the α-helices. Therefore, the same interpretation offered for kinetic energy analyses holds here; that is, the C=O moiety appears to act as a "hard" end that traps heat while the H-N moiety acts as a "soft" end.
Based on these observations, we specifically propose that normal length hydrogen bonds can act as a thermal rectifier, or, in other words, can act as a structure that transfers thermal energy with preferential directionality.
Conclusions.
Motivated by a previous report about the role of hydrogen bonds in heat diffusion in α-helices The results showed that the inverse direction had faster thermalization while the direct direction had slower thermalization. Thermalization rates were also followed by measuring the average power at the O, N, C, and Cα atoms of residues 28 and 6 for the direct and inverse heating procedures, respectively. Kinetic and potential energy analyses of selected hydrogen bonds in both directions suggested that these act as the underlying chemical motif for thermal rectification. It seems that the thermal mechanism follows the intrinsic asymmetry of the hydrogen bonds, -C=O···H-N-. When the heat injected into the N-terminal side (direct direction) first reached the C=O moiety of each hydrogen bond, this point acted as a kind of "hard" end that trapped heat, which was reflected by the increased kinetic and potential energy of this bond. In the inverse direction, when heat was injected into the Cterminal side, it first reached the H-N moiety of each hydrogen bond. This moiety seemed to act as a kind of "soft" end that was less effective than its counterpart (C=O moiety) at trapping heat. Due to its lower spring constant, the H-N moiety could not trap energy in the same way as the C=O moiety. The overall effect was that heat diffused more efficiently than in the inverse situation, and the favored heat diffusion direction of C=O←H-N held.
We conclude that the preferential direction of heat diffusion is directed by the particular orientation of hydrogen bonds. In α-helices, this orientation of hydrogen bonds is conserved along the structure, and the effect is therefore multiplied by the number of hydrogen bonds that support the helical structure. Our findings are consistent with the proposal of Schoen et al. (2009) , in which hydrogen bonds may act as thermal diodes. Recent evidence has shown a correlation between the heat diffusion pathways and the known allosteric communication pathways in proteins (23) (24) (25) (26) . The present results support the role of hydrogen bonds in heat diffusion in proteins , the function of normal length hydrogen bonds as thermal rectifiers in proteins and that these bonds can operate a source of directional energy flow in proteins (26) . The study and understanding of heat flow directionality in materialsphonon rectification -is desirable in materials science for the development of thermal gates (37), thermal memories (38) , and thermal cloakers (34) . In this respect, the inclusion of α-helices in the designs of materials science may be a useful alternative for implementing these thermal devices. 
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